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Powell Turns More Dovish Against Improved 

Crosscurrents 

 Fed Chair Powell’s opening remarks to his semi-annual testimony to 

Congress were more dovish than anticipated.   

 Powell chose to emphasize more permanent sources of uncertainty in favour 

of insurance cuts over what have been more positive developments since his 

conditional guidance at the June FOMC. 

 The peso put Banxico further in play 

 BoC will be critical to whether CAD’s appreciation on the back of Powell is the 

right trade. 

 

Bonds are loving Powell this morning while the USD is not, as the Fed Chair’s 

opening remarks to his semi-annual testimony before Congress sounded more 

dovish than anticipated (here). The two-year Treasury yield fell by 7bps when the 

remarks hit screens and the USD immediately lost ground to almost all major and 

semi-major currency pairings with the exception  of the Mexican peso that 

depreciated given Banxico implications that stem from Powell’s guidance. CAD 

appreciated after Powell but whether the BoC fans this further will be determined 

shortly. 

The key in terms of how markets received the testimony lies not in quibbling 

with what was said per se, but in relation to the path that Powell chose 

versus what could easily have been a less dovish one that would have been 

more consistent with his June press conference. Where Powell had the 

opportunity to emphasize recently positive developments that leaned toward 

transitory pressures but instead opted in favour of more permanent pressures lies 

in the following paragraph: 

“In our June meeting statement, we indicated that, in light of increased 

uncertainties about the economic outlook and muted inflation pressures, 

we would closely monitor the implications of incoming information for the 

economic outlook and would act as appropriate to sustain the expansion. 

Many FOMC participants saw that the case for a somewhat more 

accommodative monetary policy had strengthened. Since then, based on 

incoming data and other developments, it appears that uncertainties 

around trade tensions and concerns about the strength of the global 

economy continue to weigh on the U.S. economic outlook. Inflation 

pressures remain muted.” 

He passed on referencing nonfarm’s rebound. He passed on mentioning 

stabilization of core PCE above consensus expectations and evidence that 

some downward influences were abating. He passed on mentioning that the 

G20 stabilized market conditions by cancelling Trump’s threat to impose 

further tariffs and bringing the US and China back to the negotiating table. 

This contradicts Powell’s guidance on June 19th when he said “we are going to 

be monitoring the crosscurrents but we’d like to see more going forward,” and 

“we’d like to see if these risks materialize” or “add more to the downside” and “the 

committee wanted to see more” and “some of these developments have been of 

recent vintage” such that “we’ll be learning more” and quite soon as he put it. The 

sum total of such cautious guidance sounded unconvinced that as much easing 
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as was priced was required. The ‘many’ who supported easing at the June FOMC didn’t translate to majority in the dots with the 

median projection showing no cuts this year while the most aggressive dots showed two cuts. To repeat, what happened since 

then was more upbeat, yet Powell is now sounding more downbeat. Gone is any hint at transitory issues in favour of 

greater persistence of risks to the outlook. 

By emphasizing uncertainties more heavily but sticking to a generally constructive outlook, Powell is turning the emphasis more 

aggressively toward insurance cuts against such uncertainties. This retained base case was evident through the following 

paragraph. 

 

“Our baseline outlook is for economic growth to remain solid, labor markets to stay strong, and inflation to move back up 

over time to the Committee's 2 percent objective. However, uncertainties about the outlook have increased in recent 

months. In particular, economic momentum appears to have slowed in some major foreign economies, and that weakness 

could affect the U.S. economy. Moreover, a number of government policy issues have yet to be resolved, including trade 

developments, the federal debt ceiling, and Brexit. And there is a risk that weak inflation will be even more persistent than 

we currently anticipate. We are carefully monitoring these developments, and we will continue to assess their implications 

for the U.S economic outlook and inflation.” 

Having said that, the issue is not with respect to the persistence of risks to the outlook. It is with respect to volatile Fed 

guidance. The debt ceiling, Brexit and trade negotiations were referenced by Powell and are all highly uncertain sources 

of risk that one cannot quibble with. That geopolitical and trade concerns are front and center in the Chair’s mind was made 

evident by the tone of his statement today, with muted inflation providing cover to ease. It is also possible that the Fed knows 

something markets don’t, including the administration’s forward-looking plans surrounding risks such as trade policy and the debt 

ceiling.  

So overall, the narrative that Powell chose is that conditions have worsened since their communications back on May 1st. That’s 

true. But the narrative he rejected is the more conditional one that he spent more time guiding at the June 19th press conference 

when he emphasized near-term monitoring (recall recap here).   
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